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Trauma-fuelled violence, aggression and rage may be directed towards parents, siblings,
teachers and other children as well as belongings, furniture, doors and windows. It is stressful
and isolating to live with and many report that service responses are inadequate and can be
ill-informed. Through the pages of our flagship
magazine, Adoption Today, we asked members
to share the strategies, approaches and
resources that have helped their families
to cope with aggressive behaviours.
Members came forward in their droves
to offer advice and share their stories,
and alongside these insights, we sought
the views of experts and practitioners.
At the same time that we featured
these experiences across two editions
of Adoption Today, serendipity
knocked at the door: The BBC’s File
on 4 team approached us to ask
would we collaborate with them on
a survey into modern adoption. We
did, helping them to craft the right
questions and to reach out to our
members and contacts in the adoption
community. The response to the survey
was overwhelming, not just the fact that
3,000 people completed the questionnaire,
but the fact that so many took the time to write
about their own personal experiences. File on 4’s
Families in Crisis programme broadcast in September
shone a light on the often taboo issue of children displaying violence and aggression to other
family members. At Adoption UK, we were at pains not to demonise the children and urged
understanding that their behaviour is triggered by trauma experienced whilst with their
birth families, before coming into care. Our message is clear – well-supported adoptions can
transform lives, but all too often that support is simply not available, or comes too late.
This special feature draws upon all your responses as well as the advice of respected
professionals who work in the field. Our aim is to offer realistic and practical approaches that
are workable within your home and to offer hope to those parenting and supporting children
and families suffering with trauma-fuelled violence and aggression. We will develop and build
upon this work and use it to inform post adoption support across the nations.
Thank you to everyone who took part. Together we can make a difference.
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Aggressive Behaviours

Why we need to talk about it

It’s time to remove the taboo of physical and emotional violence in adoptive families writes
adopter, blogger, podcaster and social worker Al Coates.

I

can give you a detailed description of why verbal, emotional
and physical violence from children is a taboo but it
would just be words. All good and well thought out but
they wouldn’t communicate the soul-crushing nature of
being under siege in your own home, compounded by the
deafening silence of those who may be able to support you.
When it began Flossy was three and I stood night-afternight-after- night shielding the family. I searched my soul
trying to find the keys to ‘fix’ this problem. Who could I tell
that I now lived with a brooding and fearful anticipation of the
next incident? My friends and family, whom I had assured this
adoption plan was going to be ok? “Of course the children have
had some bad experiences but we could manage”, I told them.
When it started to unravel I just couldn’t admit that we weren’t
coping, that I wasn’t coping. Pride perhaps, but I was already
the father of three children, I was a grown man and she was
three years-old for heaven’s sake. I was struggling to admit to
myself that I wasn’t coping. And so the silence grips.
Of course our social worker was the obvious choice to
talk to but we’d spent years convincing them we were good
enough to be Flossy’s parents. What would they say to me?
Was all this just a sign that I wasn’t coping, that our parenting
was inadequate or faulty? When children misbehave we’re
all programmed to look to the parents for causes. If I was to
broach this with my social worker where would that lead?
What would they think of me? What would they say and do?
Sometimes saying nothing is the least painful option.
Moreover we’d never heard of this sort of behaviour. No
mention at the adoption preparation group or during the
assessment. We’d heard talk of ‘challenging behaviour’ but that
surely was something else. Anyway, who would believe us?

A three year-old acting like this? Perhaps we were the only family
experiencing it. If it had been a possibility they’d have mentioned it,
right?
With all this in mind we kept quiet, wrapped in a cloak of selfdoubt and isolation, trying to make sense of this little person.
The solutions are complicated; children cannot be fixed or
therapised, behaviour modification strategies are just that and
do not impact on underlying trauma, fear and anxiety that lead to
children’s strategies of violence. Of course families are complex
systems and many parents find ways through this violence that are
combinations of available solutions tailored to their circumstances.
I believe that the lack of easy answers reinforces professionals
reluctance to acknowledge or address the issue, not all of course, but
sometimes it’s easier to look away.
Now I see things differently for us. Violence from children is
common in the adoption community, more common than was ever
acknowledged. Social media has given us adopters a collective
voice and we’re starting to use it. We’re daring to say “this is
happening” but for every family that speaks out how many live in
isolation and fear? Research indicates up to a third of families may
experience child-to-parent violence at some time. We need to start
conversations earlier, open discussions in preparation groups: you
could call it an ethical preparation that dissolves the potency and
shame that violence can bring. For a host of obvious reasons this
will remain a difficult issue that blights many lives but until we
remove the secrecy and taboo we will not be able to begin to
address it.
I’m not sure how our family’s story ends. It was nine years ago
that the violence began and it’s still unfolding in all of our lives. We
are still here and we’re no longer silent.

Find links to Al’s work on his blog The Misadventures of an Adoptive Dad www.alcoates.co.uk
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•	Rage outbursts are invariably adaptive strategies

developed in response to a child’s previous experience.
Your child may have been in situations in which the red
mist has very much helped them to stay safe.

•	Prolonged experience of fear in infancy leads children
to see the potential for violence more often than other
children, so a rage outburst may be triggered by fear of
this perceived aggression.
•	Prolonged fear also alters the way in which the stress
hormone cortisol is produced and disposed of, often
leading to explosive anger.
•	Children who have experienced abuse and/or neglect
have greater difficulties in understanding and regulating
their emotions. Their emotional thermostat can be
limited to the ‘on’ and ‘off’ settings.
•	Rage outbursts are often dissociative, i.e. the child’s
conscious mind is not active and so when they say they
do not remember the rage outbursts they are likely to be
telling the truth.
•	Traumatised children’s genuine lack of control of the
rage outbursts, combined with their difficulty in dealing
with shame, can leave them unable to deal with the
resultant damage to the relationship with their carer(s).
•	Rage outbursts can be the hardest behaviour for a carer
to respond empathically to, as they can be intimidating,
overwhelming and frightening.

Reproduced from Why Can’t My Child
Behave, Empathic Parenting Strategies
that Work for Adoptive and Foster
Families, by Dr Amber Elliott, published
by Jessica Kingsley Publishers.
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Things to remember
about rage outbursts
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Coming back
from rock bottom

After years of living with controlling and violent behaviour D’s family
reached rock bottom. She describes what that meant and how they turned
things around.

O

ur son, who came to us at age four,
has always been challenging with
very controlling and oppositional
behaviour, which worsened into
extreme oppositionality, aggression and violence
from age 11. He was verbally aggressive and rude,
damaging property and physically aggressive to
both my husband and me. We had sought postadoption support and were receiving sympathetic
social work visits and some frankly useless CAMHS
input, but we were running on empty. Home life was
shouty and horrible. I was a doormat who was being
totally ruled by our controlling son and my husband
had no relationship with him at all - their only
communication was my husband chastising him
and he would bite back with vile verbal aggression,
frequently ordering my husband to get out of the
house (which he occasionally did). My husband
essentially had ‘blocked care’.
Things have now improved dramatically. I can’t
remember the last aggressive tantrum or school
refusal and our son has even started managing to do
homework at home. Family life is vastly improved,
I have increased my hours and my husband is
gradually taking on more work. Our son is hopeful
about his future and for the first time in years, we
have even allowed ourselves to be too.
What worked? A complex number of things.

Reaching rock bottom. My husband was
hospitalised with chest pain the morning after a
particularly horrendous aggressive tantrum. Our
daughter’s school made a safeguarding referral about
her due to her disclosures of the physical violence
from her brother and our family was discussed at a
Multi-Agency Risk Assessment Conference. I broke
down at work and had to take two weeks off due to
stress.
A lifeline – HOPE. My husband and I attended a

one-day conference with Margot Sunderland. She
was totally inspirational and gave us hope that things
could improve, that it wasn’t too late, as well as
giving us back some empathy for our dearly beloved
son. We sat holding hands with tears in our eyes and
decided that if we were going to give things one last
chance, we would have to make some major changes.

Major changes to work patterns. My husband,
a teaching assistant in a primary school, elected to stop
work completely, to give himself some breathing space,
to take up some of the domestic slack from me and to
enable him to attend appointments when our children
were in school. I dropped a day at work, so that I had a
whole day each week with my husband, which we used
for attending appointments together and also for self
care; dog walks, lunch out etc. This was the start of us
being more able to make some changes. It gave us some
breathing space and allowed the love and empathy for
our son to creep back in.
A brilliant clinical psychologist. He works with
the post adoption team and met with us once or twice
every week. He delivered a condensed attachmentbased parenting theory course, as well as listening and
problem solving day-to-day examples of challenging
situations
An Independent Domestic Violence Advisor.

Our GP referred us to her and she was fantastic. She
gave me the strength to set some boundaries, to make it
clear to our son that, although he might be angry/cross/
confused/furious/fed up – this violent behaviour was
not acceptable and there would be consequences. The
greatest of these was to call the police if he was being
dangerous. Overall we called them on three occasions.
We never expected or wanted them to arrest him (our
son wouldn’t even come out of hiding to speak to them),
but it definitely helped. He knew we meant business.

Teenage brain maturing. Bizarre though it may

be, our son has been on the up since he turned 13.
Those new connections, coupled with the changes we
have made, have really had an amazing impact on him.

A fantastic attachment based/therapeutic
parenting group course. This was delivered

by a CAMHS specialist psychologist and a social
worker. We were a small group of adults, parenting a
range of complex children (fostered, adopted, special
guardianship). The course delivered a lot of Dan
Hughes PACE stuff, which really resonated with me.
I nearly cried every week when I realised what I had
been doing wrong all these years. I even went to hear
Dan Hughes speak in London - Dan, you are my hero!
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Parenting an
Aggressive Child
We asked you what works in your family and this is what you
told us. Your strategies and approaches are organised into three
sections; red for in the moment, amber for de-escalation and
green for prevention and healing.

In the moment

Take control and model de-escalation by

saying “I need ten minutes to calm down”.

Sometimes being quiet and removing
myself works, other times matching their
energy works. I have to judge which is best.
We remove all other people and pets from the room
and ideally the house. It keeps everyone safe and he
regulates quicker when there is no one to draw in.

Call for back up if available. Sometimes

someone else coming into the situation helps
to diffuse things.

Splitting can be a real problem so wherever

possible we work as a team. If one of us is getting angry
or into a control battle then we have a code word to
remind them to step back so the other one can step in.

We try to avoid talking too much when he is losing it. It

is not the time for lectures, rants or pearls of wisdom.

The most valuable step forward in healing and

change in our house is staying regulated. This means
staying calm in the face of violence, not joining them
in their anger but also not leaving them to deal with it
alone. It is tough going and requires you to have looked
after yourself every day to consistently carry it out.

We have removed anything precious and valuable and
locked them away as he targets anything he knows is important
to us such as jewellery, pictures, laptops and tablets. We also
lock knives away in a special box as we can’t take any chances.
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I feel awful thinking about the ways we tried in the beginning,

for example putting her in her room and holding the door shut,
but no one gave us any advice. Safe holding didn’t work for us
either. I found the best approach was to take a few deep breaths
and ‘enter the lions den’. I keep a couple of rooms clear of things
that could cause harm and do my best to keep her to one of
those. Then I sit or lie on the ground near to her and keep quiet
until she’s ready for me to say something. I’ve made this sound
easier than it is and this would be a good day. But quiet works
best for us. Any of the language I may use at other times is
ineffectual when she’s in a rage.

I’ve accepted that it’s ok to withdraw to keep myself
safe if he becomes threatening, because my wellbeing is
important too. I explain that I want to spend time with
him but I can’t stay with him if he’s being abusive.
We try to under-react to things. You get better at this
over time I think and the more things you have been
called already, the more desensitised you become.
I was taught to safe hold my son who was out of

control and very aggressive. I had a big cushion behind my
back and we would sit for over an hour with him spitting
and ripping my clothes. I would tell him how much I loved
him, how terrible his early life had been and that I loved
him and would keep him safe. Gradually the level of his
aggression lessened and so did the duration. The final time
it happened I went to take his hand and led him to our safe
place. His body relaxed and he said “it’s ok mum, we don’t
need to do that any more” and we never did. He is now
nearly 16 and a beautiful boy.

I use empathy, then retreat. “That must be SO frustrating when
the internet cuts out” then walking away, works so much better
than our old approach which tended to be “if you keep getting
angry I’m going to turn off your Xbox”. Small empathic comments
are valuable to him. He feels heard and understood rather than
blamed for his feelings.

De-escalation
If we leave him alone he de-escalates
quicker. We’ve had to adjust our strategies
over time.
Therapeutic parenting is an absolute must: coaxing my
children by wondering aloud and helping them to name
emotions they struggle with can sometimes de-escalate a
situation, alongside being a constant detective, trying to
fathom out what might be sparking something off.

Illustrations © Robert Deas

Have an emergency box. In ours is rescue remedy
spray, a fidget cube, some putty, some chewy sweets, ear
defenders and some juice in a sports cap bottle (this is
good for regulation). Sometimes we can use these things to
help calm him but it depends how far down the line he is.
The incredible 5 Point Scale*. We have it on our

wall and he can use this to communicate how he’s
feeling, for instance he may say he’s feeling 3 or 4 and
there are strategies he has written up as to what can
help him at each stage.

We built a sensory den in a shed in our garden,
accepting it would get damaged. It works for our
violent child, but it’s not for our avoidant child as it
over-stimulates.

I buy myself time in response to a

question or demand, saying I need time to
consider, then reply later with something
like “that thing you asked about, I’ve had
time to think and I know this isn’t the
answer you were hoping for”.

I have to be flexible, let some things go and look for

an opportunity to negotiate. Part of you thinks “why
should I negotiate with someone who is hitting me,
breaking my things and calling me hurtful names” but
the point is a lot of this is about control and if you end
up in a control battle someone has to be the winner and
someone the loser.
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Prevention and healing
The most important thing that has

helped our family has been learning about
how the young mind is formed. We had
sessions on attachment parenting, trauma
and then DDP* which helped us understand
and be more accepting of behaviour,
allowing big emotions to subside then
getting down to parenting with acceptance.

People in CAMHS and social workers didn’t
seem to understand or have much sympathy. The
only thing they could recommend was ending
the placement. So we went to find the answers
ourselves. We read widely and still do. I cried when I
read Dr Amber Elliott’s and Sally Donovan’s books*
as I felt finally there were some other people on the
planet who understood what we were experiencing.

The best help we had is training from www.candctraining.co.uk
which helped us understand what is found inside the mind of a
traumatised child. I can’t recommend them strongly enough.
Having a good grounding in attachment

theory, developmental trauma and loss and
its impact on the brain has proved essential in
enabling me to hold a therapeutic parenting
approach. I’ve learnt through DDP that the hurt
was created in relationships and needs healing
in relationships. I wholeheartedly recommend
DDP.

It’s essential to look within at what you are bringing to
the chaos party and to get professional help with this if
you need.

Self care is first and foremost the most necessary
strategy.

Lower my expectations. When my son dropped out of

school at 14 and we agreed to home educate him so we wouldn’t
be prosecuted I was beating myself up because I felt we’d let
him down. He was getting into serious trouble at school and he
was vile at home. Since he’s been at home full time we’ve been
able to rebuild our relationship. Therapy helped me to accept
that he might not have the maturity to handle the pressure of
GCSEs right now but that doesn’t mean he has to be written off.
With a teenage, traumatised child you have to keep the stresses
to a minimum to stand a chance of getting through it with
minimum battle scars.
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Nurture top ups. We learnt too late that if you are being
constantly violently rejected by your child, the person you are
giving all your love and attention to, it is likely you will develop
secondary trauma of your own. To combat this receive extra
nurture from a partner, family member, or friend. Allow people
to look after you, for example by babysitting to give you a break,
nurturing you, cooking you dinners, listening and being there.
Be kind to myself. My therapist helped alleviate the
guilt that I was not able to heal my child’s trauma. I now
accept I did the best I could with the knowledge I had at
the time and I accept there are some things I can’t fix.
That’s a much more positive narrative for me.
I take time for myself, which he doesn’t like, because he likes

to be in control but he is starting to learn that his world doesn’t fall
apart if I go out for an evening or spend time on my own.

PACE* works for us. When we are busy and forget
to parent with PACE our house becomes a hotbed of
frustration. Giving ourselves time and compassion is
also vital.
We find it imperative to keep strict guidelines for the

things that are important and to choose battles wisely. Finding
a balance of using PACE and not being a pushover was a
challenge at first.

We accept his feelings and accept that they do get in
the way of day-to-day life. Some days he wasn’t able to go
to school as he was just too upset.

Acceptance that my child’s experiences are completely

different from my own and will influence his response to
incidents in a way I might struggle to understand. When I accept
that his feelings about a situation are valid, however illogical or
unreasonable they might seem to me, and don’t try to explain to
him why he might have misinterpreted a situation, this reduces
the likelihood of conflict. I’m not always successful at this, but
when I remember, his behaviour is far less likely to escalate.

Homework is never expected to be done at home as

it’s just not possible. School have to support him to do
homework at school.

Acceptance. The most important and most complicated issue
to overcome is accepting that your child isn’t choosing these
behaviours. Overcoming this will allow you to show love and
empathy and teach them that they aren’t a ‘bad’ kid. It’s NOT easy.

We give time to process a transition to avoid conflict. For
instance we might say “in ten minutes we’re going to talk about
what we’ll do this afternoon”.
Our son is conditioned to oppositional behaviour so

It’s not possible to ‘spoil’ them in the traditional sense. To
outsiders it might look like you are allowing your child to control
everything but the most important thing is they trust you and your
ability to manage situations they find themselves in.

we don’t respond or reason but keep moving along with
the day. We find if we don’t respond it gives him time to
process.

Give them the language to express themselves

and their emotions and they will be less likely to
reach the emotional state where violence is their only
outlet.

To avoid conflict we plan everything ahead. It’s like a

game of chess.

Planning for events is important, as is lowering

expectations and organising exit strategies. If we’re
going to an event I will drive and make sure our child
knows there is no pressure on them. If they don’t feel
comfortable and want to leave I leave with them. This
builds trust.

We use a lot of routine and structure. We have a timetable
for weekends and a dinner menu on the wall.
We have to pre-empt and manage change and
transitions carefully to prevent anxiety levels getting
too high but it is exhausting.
Calm boundary setting, within a predictable framework.

For example I used to bend over backwards to provide him with
whatever food he wanted just to keep the peace. Now we tell him
before we start cooking what will be for dinner. If he doesn’t want
it, that’s his opportunity to object and ask for an alternative. We
give a five minute warning before serving up. Once the food is on
the table, that’s it.

Making that essential ‘return and receive’
through playfulness using Theraplay* activities
would be my first parenting strategy. I also bought
lots of children’s storybooks about feelings such as
anger, fear, worry and loss.

An environment where children aren’t set up to fail, or to be
competitive for adult attention are key things we have found that
have helped.
When he calms down he needs cuddles and ‘squeezy

hugs’ and lots of nurture. This is the stage where he feels
terrible about himself and self-loathing kicks in.

You can feel a bit numb at this stage and there is
so much adrenaline in your system with nowhere to go.
Nurturing the person who has treated you badly can feel
like the last thing you want to do, but you know they need it.
Everything was put down to attachment issues. We
now realise, having been to hell and back that our son has
additional issues, which are only just being uncovered now.
We have changed our parenting style subtly now we have
the understanding that much of the behaviour we see isn’t
defiance but an inability to function adequately. One task at a
time and recognising he cannot plan, manage time or ‘cause
and effect’ thinking help us to understand why we see the
behaviours we do and not take it personally.
I’ve been fortunate to access Barnardos reconnect therapy
and although our son wouldn’t engage, it’s helped me to cope so
much better.
One of my strategies is to connect with others

experiencing the challenges of parenting children who
have lived through trauma. I like the Therapeutic Parents
Facebook group run by Sarah Naish and her team. This
alongside my membership of Adoption UK and this fabulous,
accessible and informative magazine makes me feel
supported.

Humour – we’ve had to rediscover ours.
We try to avoid things we know are a trigger but
it’s impossible to do this all the time because it’s not
that predictable. This type of parenting requires you to
be at the absolute top of your game.
Sensory integration has had a massive influence. Working
with CAMHS to get his sensory integration in sync in order to
help him succeed throughout the day has been a major key to
peace within our family.

References

The most important thing has been to work on the root cause.
I believe she had these rages for two reasons: she was dysregulated
and she wasn’t able to verbalise her thoughts and feelings. The
game changer for us was Tomatis therapy* and building on that
vision therapy. These are sensory integration therapies. Her rages
decreased rapidly and she is now able to talk about her problems.

*Diadic Developmental Psychotherapy www.ddpnetwork.org
*Tomatis Therapy and Vision Therapy provided by www.fit-2-learn.com
*Playfulness, Acceptance, Curiosity, Empathy are the foundations of DDP www.ddpnetwork.org
*The Incredible 5 Point Scale, Dunn & Curtis, 2003. See www.erinoakkids.ca for details.
* Why Can’t My Child Behave? by Dr Amber Elliott pub. Jessica Kingsley Publishers
*The Unofficial Guide to Adoption Parenting by Sally Donovan pub. Jessica Kingsley Publishers
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Peer-to-peer support
for violent and aggressive
behaviours
In 2015 Adoption UK was awarded a grant by the Department for Education (DfE) in England
to deliver peer support to adoptive parents experiencing child to parent violence and that
work continues today. Following the success of the pilot, Adoption UK has combined their
expertise with PAC-UK, partly funded by the DfE, as well as by the Adoption Support Fund.
In the past two years our team of parent consultants has worked with more than 100 families
experiencing aggression and violence. Partnership project lead Jenny Ginger shares the
strategies and approaches that her team advise.

P

arents will be disappointed to know that there is no silver bullet to
addressing this. When your child is having a meltdown, or on the
rampage, the most important thing in that moment is for people to
stay safe. Parents are not advised to act in a way that puts themselves
at greater risk. But what the pilot project, and our ongoing work, show
us is that focusing on reducing the frequency and intensity of these episodes is
a key first step. Specialist support from experienced, trained adopters can help
parents to start to address this very challenging behaviour in a way that may
seem counter-intuitive, and therefore quite demanding for parents at times.
These are what we find are some good first steps:

1. Accepting that this behaviour is not personal. Yes, it is aimed

at you, and your child feels strongly compelled to behave this way. But this is
not a conscious, premeditated attack. The brain works in mysterious ways.
When we feel threatened, it switches from using the “thinking” part of the
brain and activates the amygdala – the area that focuses on threat detection
(Dan Hughes & Jonathan Baylin, Brain Based Parenting 2012). At this point
there is no thinking taking place – just a reaction. “This is a threat to my
survival – I must run away, attack it or play dead.” It is the fight response we
experience with the aggression and violence. Afterwards, when parents ask
the child to explain “What made you do that?” the child probably won’t know.
It was just their need for survival.
And whilst all of this is going on it is critical to find a way to regulate your
own feelings and reactions so that you don’t add in your own threat response
– which might automatically be to fight back (“How dare you speak to me like
that!”), to walk away or send the child away (which will be seen as rejection
or weakness, both of which are frightening for the child) or stay silent. At
this time we need to access the thinking part of our own brains and consider
“Where is this coming from? What is the threat that has sparked this off?”
Yes, it is a tall order, but it can work. In this moment what you are gathering
is data to use later on.

Child to Parent Violence Project

PAC-UK is delivering a series of eight-week workshops for adoptive parents. Parents will be taught
Non Violent Resistance (NVR) to help empower, build communication skills, self-care support and
reduce violence.
To book a London workshop (Monday mornings) email shannon@pac-uk.org - cost tbc
To book a free Tees Valley workshop (Thursday mornings) email jo@pac-uk.org
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2. Realising that what we may be
seeing in these moments is the
impact of early trauma. What is early

trauma? Some parents we have worked with
say “But she hasn’t experienced any trauma.
She was just in foster care for a year and had
a lovely foster carer”. Separating from the
birth mother is traumatic and frightening,
not to mention any neglect, inconsistent
parenting, physical and emotional abuse,
domestic abuse (including in the womb),
being born drug dependent and left in
hospital for a few days, multiple moves and
respite care. Trauma leaves a child alert to
seeing threat almost everywhere and liable
to react to any perceived threat in order to
stay safe. Recognising and working with
fear-based behaviour (both the child’s
and the parent’s) is the foundation on
which Bryan Post’s book Great Behaviour
Breakdown is based.

3. Responding – not reacting. Until

we have in place other strategies, when your child reacts to a threat, he needs to fight something
(not someone), flee (so he needs somewhere to go to where he can recover and feel safe again) or
be allowed to just stand there immobile. We have to allow some outpouring of their fear, anger
and grief. So it is pointless at this stage to ask for recompense, for an explanation, for an apology
or even some help to clear up the mess. You are unlikely to get the response you may really want –
acknowledgement and remorse. Later work will focus on unravelling what happened – but not when
everyone is still on edge.

4. Acknowledge your own life story: our own experience of being parented is significant,

particularly for people who have had difficult childhoods – a factor which might have been seen
as a point in your favour during adoption assessment! Some parents find their childhood feelings
come flooding back when faced with an abusive, dysregulated child or teenager. Thinking they
have dealt with the past, they are stunned when it comes back at them like an express train. So, for
example, for a parent who had an alcoholic mother who was unpredictable and inconsistent, they
find they have unwittingly brought the situation back into their home through the unpredictable,
abusive behaviour of their adopted daughter. Having escaped from their past and created a safe,
new place in which to live, where they thought they had control, they feel they have returned to that
threatening environment. They may then distance themselves from the child, or alternatively try to
over-control the threat with more threats and consequences. We are then back into the loop of fear
of rejection which can escalate into increasing aggression. Equally though, for parents who have
had a very traditional childhood, full of mutual respect, obedience and adherence to boundaries, the
dysregulation of a swearing, snarling, traumatised child can be very hard to stomach.
These are just the starting points for reducing incidents of aggressive and violent behaviour. We
are often surprised at how quickly parents see a difference in their children, a difference in their
own response to their child and a gradual reduction of frequency and intensity as these behaviours
are replaced by other, less damaging outpourings of feeling. It takes time – we work with parents
for months on a fortnightly basis on the telephone, without judging or instructing. We draw on our
training, our experiences and bring in strategies that parents can try out in the two weeks between
our calls. But, most important of all, we listen and empathise because we understand how difficult it
can be to parent a traumatised child.

If you are experiencing violent and aggressive behaviours in your home, contact our helpline for advice and
signposting. See www.adoptionuk.org/one-one-support/helpline for details.
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Aggression and violence
Helping children heal
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Sue and her husband Jim are adoptive parents to nine children. They featured in BBC
documentary A Home for Maisie. Sue is a parent consultant on the Child to Parent Violence
Peer to Peer project, covered in the August issue of Adoption Today.

N

‘

o I won’t do it and you can’t make me.’
So screamed my four year-old and the screaming
would be accompanied by kicking and punching.
Then there were the times when he would run up
behind me if I was talking to another mum in the playground, and
he would punch me in the back and shout, ‘that’s for what you
did earlier’.
How did we manage the violence and false allegations from
my four year-old? First we explained to school that we were
not abusing our child. We explained that due to his early years
of chronic neglect he had learned strategies for managing his
environment, resulting in him needing to control everything and
everyone in order to survive. In his foster home he had controlled
by being seductive. He was blond, blue-eyed and was able to get
his needs met by seducing his foster carers so that they gave him
everything he demanded.
Our home is a place of high structure and high nurture. He didn’t
trust the nurture and he kicked against the structure. He controlled
through violence and aggression. Fortunately for him and us, we
are trained in the Dan Hughes model of PACE parenting. When
faced with the violence the first thing we did was help him to
regulate and calm. Then we would Accept that he was having some
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big feelings and we would Empathise with him,
‘This is really hard for you. We want to love you and care for you
and you don’t trust us to do it right’.
Then we might, through Curiosity, wonder with him about what
had happened to him in his early life and how this had made it hard
for him to trust our love and our intentions. At appropriate moments
we would use Playfulness to keep the energy light and defuse the
intensity.
That makes it sound easy – and it isn’t. Our feelings were often
triggered. The day when I had picked him up to give him a cuddle, and
his hands went round my neck and started to tighten, I was scared.
He was only four but what would happen if he was older and still
behaving this way. And then there were the times when I was tired,
annoyed at the defiance and the anger and scared with the violence –
times when I became the shouty, punitive parent I said I would never
be. At those times I needed to PACE myself – accept my feelings,
empathise with myself as to how hard this is, receive the support
offered by others, especially my husband, and repair my relationship
with my son.
It took a long time for my son to heal. He is now 17 and the
healing continues. However the violence from him had reduced
considerably by the time he was eight and became much more

Sue’s Top Tips
Staying Safe
•

•
•
•
•
•

We always tried PACE with our daughter but our
focus was always Safety First. Where possible I keep
myself regulated. Tag-team with my husband if he
is there, getting him to take over a situation when I
need a break
Getting others (such as GP) to log my injuries and
check that our child had no injuries.
Keeping a written record of the most extreme
incidents and reporting those to our Post Adoption
Social Worker.
Continually asking for help, even when it feels like
none is forthcoming – at least social services will
have the history.
Calling the police if things are extreme – they will
keep a record and will contact social services to
request support.
Getting training in safe-restraint techniques.

Working Through the Violence
•

manageable. He is now at sixth form college and wants to do a
degree in criminology to study, in particular, how early trauma,
social circumstances and environment dictate the likelihood
of someone making good or poor choices in life. He is also very
loving and caring and generous, although still struggles to trust
those he doesn’t know well.
However, move forward four years from his placement and
our seven year-old daughter was placed with us. She had not
only experienced neglect but had lived for several years in a
home with domestic violence, drugs, alcohol, abuse of every
kind, knife-crime and gun-crime. She then had numerous failed
foster placements, two failed adoptive placements and then us.
She had learned that you only survive by running or fighting.
The violence started from day one and was extreme – biting,
kicking, punching, pinching, hair-pulling and so on. And not just
physical violence but also verbal violence – I have been called
every foul name you can imagine.
So where are we at now? She is 16, has just completed her
GCSEs and is starting college in September. She is no longer
violent, she is making good choices, she volunteers in a charity
shop, she is passionate about helping the homeless and she has a
very strong and healthy attachment to us as her parents. She still
has some things to work through but is now accepting support
and making good choices.
As parents we can understand why our children are violent,
but we don’t need to put up with it. We need to keep everyone
safe and fight to get the help they need. It is possible to help our
children to heal.

•
•

•

We did whatever was necessary to get her
regulated; jumping on the trampoline, spinning her
on the spot and tipping her upside down, going to
a children’s farm, punching a punch bag, letting her
shout and scream to get the feelings out, and all
while trying to stay safe.
We did not ask any questions or challenge until she
was calm.
Once she was regulated – which could take
several hours – we could then use PACE – ‘It is OK
to have big feelings but not OK to hit me’ – and
then exploring through curiosity to help her to
understand where the feelings have come from and
how her early trauma impacts her feelings.
Getting her to do something nice for us, such as
putting cream on our scratches, to help her to repair
her relationship with us and not go into shame.

Practising Self Care
•
•

•
•

When my husband is at work he sends me texts or
calls me to tell me I am an awesome parent and that
we are in this together – his solidarity message.
Reminding each other that the violence is not about
us – it is about how she copes in a terrifying and
dangerous world – this helps us to stay connected to
each other and to her and helps us to avoid blocked
care.
Taking time out to rest and do those things we enjoy
To recognise when things become too dangerous
and, if necessary, to parent from a distance for a
while, but still fully and actively engaged with the
child. This helps to maintain the attachment while
keeping everyone safe.
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by programme producer Jane Drinkwater

3.5%

ometimes a story is right there in front of you, demanding to be done.
I know quite a few adoptive parents. Many are doing well even if some
of their children are deeply affected by the trauma of their early lives and
their behaviour is really difficult sometimes. It’s moving to see what a
difference love and commitment can make to their children’s lives and it’s
a delight to see their families thrive. But then a couple of sets of friends, a year or so
said their adoption was at
risk of disruption
into their adoptions, confided that, despite the love and commitment they wanted to
give, they were having a nightmare. They were really suffering.
One friend, in particular, was at his wits’ end: on medication, close
to a nervous breakdown. His young son was aggressive and abusive, violent to him and
his partner. There were endless calls to field at work from teachers and child minders:
the boy had kicked off again, they’d have to pick him up – now.
said their child had
Just a few weeks into year one at primary school he was excluded,
displayed aggressive
behaviour towards them and moved to a pupil referral unit. He attacked his after-school
carers, so they were paying two of them each day: one on their
own wasn’t safe. There was something seriously wrong. So there were therapy
sessions, parenting classes, courses, endless meetings with an ever-changing cast
of professionals, but it was getting worse. My friend was angry because he felt
social services had misled and pressurised them into their decision to adopt their
son. He said he couldn’t cope; he was broken. In the middle of all this he was too
distraught to take part in a programme himself, but was convinced that he wasn’t alone in this less than
‘happy families’ experience of adoption, and that there were questions to be asked about how adoption
is working in the UK. He was right.

63%
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File On 4 –
Adoption: Families In Crisis

File on 4, Radio 4’s flagship investigative series, decided to look at
the issue of adoption disruption, and the information and support
that is made available to adoptive families, in depth. It was always
going to be a difficult story to tell because of the sensitive subject
matter and the overriding need to protect the best interests of these
often traumatised and vulnerable children. I expected that families
would be nervous of risking their privacy, and
that we wouldn’t necessarily be able to identify
children or even their parents in our broadcast.
All that would make telling their stories more
difficult, and in some cases we’d have to offer full
were glad they adopted.
anonymity and have them played by actors.
What I hadn’t expected is that some of the adoption community’s
‘great and good’ would warn us off doing the story at all: think
carefully before you broadcast this, they said. No one wants to see
children in care lose out on the chance of a family. I certainly don’t.
But like my friend, I think that it is in the public interest to have
an honest conversation about the realities of adoption, and to ask
questions about what is working and what isn’t.

%

%

We worked with Adoption UK to produce and circulate a survey, and invited adopters
to contact the programme directly. In addition, the London-based post adoption support
agency Family Futures emailed their contacts asking: did anyone want to share their
were told their child may
adoption experiences?
have FASD, more than
Scores of adopters did. We were inundated. I’ve been making current affairs
a third (39% thought
programmes for more than 20 years and finding contributors willing to share their
their
child may have the
experiences about sensitive personal issues can be hard work sometimes. I’ve never had
disorder)
such a strong sense of a pent up need to get a story told. Adopters were very generous with
their time and every parent we spoke to added fresh insight and depth to our understanding
of the issues they faced. Those conversations helped focus and shape the programme that we made,
and left us wishing we had more than 40 minutes to devote to the issue.
Our survey with Adoption UK isn’t scientific and it’s not been completed
by a representative sample of adopters. But it does give us a snapshot of the
experiences of the almost 3,000 UK adopters who chose to take part. Around
a third of them thought they hadn’t been given enough information about
their child pre-adoption. More than half told us that they were experiencing
said there were serious
challenges impacting the serious child to parent violence. Many provided details of what that was like
wider family
and it was heartbreaking. The overwhelming majority of adopters remain
committed to their children, and glad they adopted. My friend, at least, isn’t alone.
He too is holding on in there, and after a long struggle is at least now getting help from
professionals who have the right expertise to help. In the programme we ask a range of experts what
they think should be done to help people like him and his family, and whether we’re getting adoption
support right.
I can’t claim that the programme gives a comprehensive account of all the issues that adopters face
and of course much of what we found isn’t news to the adoption community. But I think it is news to
most of the rest of us. And I hope it’s a worthwhile contribution to increasing understanding of the
issues faced by some of the most vulnerable and damaged children in our society, and the parents who
care for them.

27%

21%

File on 4 - Adoption: Families in Crisis
in available on the BBC iPlayer.
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Top tips

Parenting through Trauma-Fuelled Violence
Creative Attachment Therapist and Foster Carer Carly Kingswood is experienced
in both working with and parenting traumatised children with violent and aggressive
behaviours. She shares her top tips with Adoption Today.
Out It. In my former life as a child protection

social worker I became acutely aware of how
toxic domestic violence was to the young,
vulnerable inner worlds of the children that
lived with it. That was before its toxicity
got outed and thrust into the world of
neuroscience and, more importantly, the
courts of the care system. Over the years
working with amazing families of chronically
abused children it has occurred to me that,
no matter what kind of abuse we are dealing
with, it can only exist while there is silence.
The children who come to see me may as well
have actual industrial gaffer tape over their
mouths such is the ritualised nature of their
silence about their abuse, fear and sadness.
And those are the ones now in safe families.
But abuse cannot happen where there is
knowledge. I’m not talking about a ‘shamey’
type of outing where we all stand around
pointing and booing, it’s more like a “so
recently some unsafe stuff is happening in our
family and we need some extra help with this.
We/I am going to be talking to some people we
trust about this so that if things get unsafe we
can call on them to help”. Then it’s out and we
call those people if we need to. If we don’t have
those people we need help to get some.

Adaptation – Throw some New
Shapes. Trauma is a predictable life form.

Sure enough, expressions of emotions and
behaviours in our kids change but triggers
mostly stay the same. Once we’ve figured out
what the triggers are we can be prepared for
them. Knowing that the fears stay the same
means it’s the expressions of this that we need
to respond to in more adaptive ways.
I have been through an entire menagerie
of responses to aggression and/or violence
with my foster kids ranging from desperately
screaming that I loved them to creativity at
its finest to complete nonchalance. I made
mistakes. Plenty. But I said sorry and tried
again. You get so fed up of those well meaning
smiles and passive aggressive comments that

imply your child is the way they are because
YOU are the bad parent that one becomes
brilliantly rhino-skinned and set full steam
ahead in the path of therapeutic parenting.
But sometimes we forget that we have to keep
trying new things and changing. The worst
that could happen is we get it wrong…. and
then we have a chance to apologise and repair.
There’s nothing more therapeutically on the
money than that.

The 25-Year-Old Principle. In familial

conflict of any kind, I often encourage my
parents of teenagers to begin the process of
aiming towards the relationship they want to
have with their kids when those kids are 25.
For those that are unaware, adolescent years
are pretty messy. That’s a polite version of
an alternative ‘neurobiological’ term that I
often use. The other one is unprintable. With
this fact firmly under our belts, I think we
need to consider what our hopes and dreams
are for the relationship with our adult child.
With my foster daughter I wanted her to stop
breaking her hand (wall-punching will do
that), be able to go back to messing around
with my birth kids and come home for Sunday
lunch. We’re getting there but she’s only 18 so I
have time! This principle helped me to assess
what really mattered at any one moment of
conflict. Sometimes, I dropped or ducked or
dived the issue and it helped a great deal to

avoid escalation. At other times my kid was
too far gone for that and it got violent anyway.
However, the work I did around this put
enough love/acceptance in the love-bank for
her to access it a few years on.

Know When to Go Like Elsa and Split.

That funny little subtitle in no way accounts
for what is terribly painful. Earlier today I
was liaising with a family and their network
who are about to lose their foster son after
two-and- a-half years. ‘Good’, safe family life
is something he no longer feels he deserves
and the draw to his birth family, supported by
their manipulation of him has meant that he
has had to distance himself from two brilliant
foster parents and let the world know that
he’s going back. That has involved aggression
and some passive aggressive behaviours.
Sometimes children and young people need
to hit the coldest, hardest and loneliest of
places before they are ready to accept family
life. Our love is a huge challenge for them and
to their sense of self. It is incredibly difficult
to accept that they may need to separate from
you, either physically or emotionally before
they are able to connect again safely. It can
work though. They might reject us but we can
remain a quiet, patient presence in their lives
and use the time to recharge our resources
while we wait for them to come back. Just the
way they always do.

Find out more about Carly’s work on her website www.carlykingswood.co.uk
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